Abstract-High-level spinal cord injury (SCI) in humans causes paralysis below the neck. Functional electrical stimulation (FES) technology applies electrical current to nerves and muscles to restore movement, and controllers for upper extremity FES neuroprostheses calculate stimulation patterns to produce desired arm movement. However, currently available FES controllers have yet to restore natural movements. Reinforcement learning (RL) is a reward-driven control technique; it can employ user-generated rewards, and human preferences can be used in training. To test this concept with FES, we conducted simulation experiments using computer-generated "pseudo-human" rewards. Rewards with varying properties were used with an actor-critic RL controller for a planar two-degree-of-freedom biomechanical human arm model performing reaching movements. Results demonstrate that sparse, delayed pseudo-human rewards permit stable and effective RL controller learning. The frequency of reward is proportional to learning success, and human-scale sparse rewards permit greater learning than exclusively automated rewards. Diversity of training task sets did not affect learning. Long-term stability of trained controllers was observed. Using human-generated rewards to train RL controllers for upper-extremity FES systems may be useful. Our findings represent progress toward achieving human-machine teaming in control of upper-extremity FES systems for more natural arm movements based on human user preferences and RL algorithm learning capabilities.
C1-C4 levels, resulting in partial or total paralysis below the neck. Repair of the spinal cord by regeneration remains an unsolved problem [1] , [2] . As an alternative, functional electrical stimulation (FES) technology uses electrodes to apply electrical current to the nerves or muscles to restore function [1] , [3] . For individuals with high-level SCI, the restoration of upper-extremity function is important to allow independence in performing daily tasks and the ability to perform work-related functions. Restoring even modest levels of functionality can yield significant gains in quality of life [4] .
Presently, a range of FES controllers exists to restore upperextremity function. Feedforward, or open-loop, control calculates and applies muscular stimulation patterns without the use of sensors to provide feedback information. At present, feedforward control is the predominant method of FES control used clinically [3] , [5] , due to its ease of implementation. However, feedforward control succeeds only when the actual system being controlled closely matches the modeled system for which the controller has been designed; otherwise, performance of these controllers will be poor [6] .
Feedback control uses sensors that allow the correction of deviations from intended movements [5] , [6] . As a result, movements produced using feedback controllers tend to be more accurate than those produced using feedforward control [7] . Implantable sensors are becoming available [8] , [9] that will facilitate the use of FES feedback control.
While the currently available FES controllers have advanced the range of upper-extremity function available, challenges remain before natural and efficient movements that are tailored to individual users will be achieved. The physiological properties of the arm can never be fully known [10] , and the arm is subject to change with time (e.g., spasticity, muscular fatigue, and muscular strengthening as a result of training). Environmental variations will also occur, including objects with substantial mass being held in the hand. An ideal upper-extremity FES controller should be able to adjust to physiological and environmental situations that cannot be taken into account during the controller's design.
Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms learn from experience through trial and error, and they require a scalar reinforcement (or cost) signal. This is a fitting paradigm for FES control, because although the optimal muscle stimulations are not known, the resulting quality of an arm movement can be captured in a scalar reward signal to produce controller learning.
A feature of RL that is useful for upper-extremity FES control is its ability to incorporate human guidance. A human may influence the learning of an RL controller through the use of rewards. The human can view actions performed by the RL controller, and depending on the quality perceived by the human trainer, he may assign positive or negative rewards to provide feedback to the controller about whether its strategy is acceptable. This technique to incorporate human guidance into RL controller learning is referred to as shaping. Shaping has the advantage that the human user needs only observe the actions performed by the controller and then assign rewards, which can be as simple as a binary +1/-1 choice. The human does not need to model the desired action, nor does he need to provide specific guidance about which action should be taken.
We posit that using human rewards to shape RL control for upper-extremity function restoration is a promising technique. Because this shaping process using rewards allows flexible learning, it is possible for the controller to adapt to changing muscular and other physiological properties, and user preferences that may evolve over time. This work expands upon our previous efforts to develop effective RL-based methods of control for upper-extremity FES systems [15] , [23] , which did not incorporate human-generated rewards. In this study, we investigate whether it is feasible to use human-like rewards to shape RL controller learning for the upper-extremity FES control problem. Because experimenting with control development requires many thousands of training episodes, it is not feasible to use human-generated rewards for all stages of this investigation. Instead, we will use so-called pseudo-human rewards generated by a computer algorithm that simulate the rewards that a human trainer would be likely to give. Similarly, we use a biomechanical planar arm model in place of a real human arm, as performing all experimentation on human subjects implanted with FES systems would be impractical. Performing simulation experiments as a precursor to human experimentation is a useful and necessary step to ensure that the most effective, efficient, and safe control methods possible are developed.
Human rewards have a number of properties that recommend their use to train RL controllers. Most fundamentally, humans can judge qualities of controller-generated movements that can be prohibitively difficult to model using software. Achieving movements in the FES arm that appear natural and effortless is the ultimate goal of our work; humans can easily judge whether movements meet these criteria, while attempting to program these qualities into the action-generating policy of a controller would be extremely challenging. Human rewards also allow individual users to specify their particular preferences for controller behavior, which would not be known in advance by an engineer designing the control algorithm. Shaping RL controller behavior using human-generated rewards may also increase learning speed [11] . Controllers can calculate actions and rewards based solely on the information that they are programmed to access; in contrast, humans can take a long-term view of actions and may give rewards based not only on the current state, but also on implied or imagined future consequences of the current state or action [11] .
While human rewards promise benefits for RL controller training, they can also represent a challenging addition to RL. Computers can update state information and generate rewards on a millisecond timescale. In contrast, humans typically have a reaction time of 0.3 to 0.8+ s to press a button (as when assigning a reward) in response to a visual stimulus [12] . Delays in rewards require that the RL controller assess how much of the preceding action the reward should be applied to. This temporal credit assignment problem [13] is a fundamental challenge of RL that is amplified when human-generated rewards, with their significant delays, are used.
In addition, human attention is a finite resource, and humans cannot be expected to train the RL controller by a constant sequence of viewing controller action and immediately assigning a reward; such all-consuming training behavior would not permit useful integration into the FES user's daily life. Instead, RL controllers should ideally be able to use sparse rewards from human trainers to effectively learn useful policies. While decreased frequency of rewards slows learning speed [14] , [15] , various techniques including increasing the actor's learning rate [15] have been found to compensate for slowed learning resulting from sparse rewards.
Human rewards have been used previously to train RL controllers for a variety of systems that are characterized by discrete state and/or action values. Applications have included physical or simulated robots selecting discrete actions in controlled environments [16] , [17] and video games [11] , [18] . These discretetime and discrete-action systems provide a useful exploration of the fundamental properties of how human rewards shape RL control, but require an extension to continuous-state and continuous-time characteristics before they can be used in a physiological FES control system. Controllers that are developed using discretized systems may not function properly when applied to continuous systems [19] such as upper-extremity FES systems, and discretization can introduce discontinuities into a system [19] .
Previous research suggests that RL may be useful for the continuous-time, continuous-state arm control that our project aims to achieve. Elevator scheduling involves both continuous time and continuous state spaces; RL has been used to improve scheduling for discrete events [20] . Pilarski et al. [21] used human rewards to train an RL controller for a simulated two-degree-of-freedom (DOF) robot arm with continuous state and action spaces; the controlled variables were joint angular velocities. RL has also been used to control planar 2-DOF arm models similar to the one used in this study [15] , [22] , [23] , although human(-like) rewards were not used as inputs to shape controller learning.
Preliminary experiments can require thousands of iterations of training or more to address each research question explored, and human time and attention are limited. However, it remains to be determined whether rewards with the sparse, delayed properties similar to those generated by humans will be feasible to train RL controllers for continuous-time, continuous-state systems of a certain complexity. For these reasons, we have elected to create algorithms that generate rewards similar to those that a human would be likely to give; we refer to these computergenerated rewards as "pseudo-human" rewards. These rewards are generated in response to the current arm reaching movement properties of the system, and they are used as inputs to the RL controller. In this study, we will examine whether these [24] and [25] .
pseudo-human rewards can effectively train an RL controller for a simulated planar arm to perform dynamic goal-oriented reaching movements. Demonstration of the feasibility of this technique will be a necessary precursor to the introduction of rewards generated by humans to train RL controllers for the restoration of voluntary arm movement to individuals with SCI.
II. METHODS
This study consisted of a series of experiments applying an RL controller to a simulated planar biomechanical arm performing goal-oriented reaching movements, for the purpose of determining the feasibility of using human-like rewards to train this controller.
A. Musculoskeletal Model
A musculoskeletal model of the human arm was used that constrained movement to a horizontal plane, to approximate an arm moving along a tabletop [25] (see Fig. 1 ). The model consists of two segments (arm and forearm) and two joints (shoulder and elbow), both with angular ranges of [20°, 90°]. Six muscles are included in the model: four of the muscles are monoarticular, and two are biarticular. Muscles were modeled according to the Hill model [26] , [27] , which includes a contractile element (CE) characterized by activation dynamics as well as force-length and force-velocity properties, and elements representing the passive effects of connective tissue on the CE-generated force. Muscles were represented by two first-order ordinary differential equations [28] . The mass properties of the segments were derived from [29] . Simulations used a forward Euler approximation with updates to the controller (i.e., timesteps) every 20 ms.
B. Reinforcement Learning Controller
RL control was used for the simulation experiments in this paper. RL controllers attempt to maximize the integral of a numerical reward signal by mapping situations to actions [13] through trial-and-error search [30] . At each timestep, the RL The environmental state, s(t) ∈ S ⊆ n , changes as a function of the actions performed, u(t) ∈ U = m , where t is the time. The transition function deterministically defines the changes to the environment resulting from specific actions: T (s, u) : S × U → S [15] . The state vector, s ∈ 6 , is defined as
where θ(t) is a vector of shoulder and elbow angles,
• θ(t) is a vector of shoulder and elbow angular velocities, and θ Goal (t) is a vector of two goal joint angles that might be provided by a user interface. Target values of joint angular velocities were specified to be 0.
The policy of the RL agent consists of a distribution over actions, for each state. After the actions are applied to the arm model (i.e., the environment), the environment generates a reward. In our instantiation [15] , the reward function maps each state to a reward based on the actions performed:
A Markov decision process (MDP) mathematically models decision-making situations in which outcomes are partially determined by a decision-generating agent and partially result from random processes. Many RL problems are formulated as MDPs [31] , [32] . In MDPs, the actions, rewards, and probabilities of undergoing state-to-state transitions are exclusively dependent upon the current state and action; previous states and actions do not persist [33] . Although the differential equations in the muscle model of our system [28] describe the muscle activation dynamics, some muscle properties, including tendon and muscle fiber lengths, are hidden and cannot be used by the controller. These properties cannot be measured or interpolated from other measurable values. Due to the presence of these nonobservable states, our system is not strictly an MDP, but can more accurately be characterized as a partially observable MDP [32] , [34] . However, these hidden internal states are characterized by fast decay times and have minimal history dependence. We, therefore, make the assumption that the observable variables will dominate the performance of our system, and we will treat our system as an MDP, acknowledging that MDP-related convergence guarantees will not apply to these investigations and that this assumption could introduce additional challenges in real-world settings in the presence of muscle fatigue and other nonideal phenomena.
The continuous actor-critic RL algorithm [35] was selected because our system is characterized by continuous time and continuous states. This controller was implemented using C++ [15] . The continuous actor-critic architecture consists of an actor that represents the policy (or algorithm for selecting actions based on environmental states) and a critic that approximates a value function. The critic is used to evaluate the actions of the actor at a high level, to determine whether the actor should increase or decrease the probability of an action that it selected based on the observed outcome.
The actor generates actions by
where u(t) are a set of six muscle stimulations [represented as Action (6) within the RL controller system (see Fig. 2 
)], A( ) is the action-selection function, w
A is the vector of actor parameters that encode the policy, σ is a constant that scales exploration, and n(t) defines explorational noise
where τ n is a time constant, and N (t) is the normal Gaussian noise having the same dimension as the action space. S is the monotonically increasing logistic function, given by
Temporal difference (TD) error is generated by the critic after the actor applies actions to the environment. This TD error is used to update the actor and the critic (see Algorithm 1). The continuous-time TD error [35] is given by
where R(t) is the reward function, V (t ) is the value function, and τ is a hyperparameter specifying a time constant that discounts future rewards. Following preliminary experimentation [15] , τ = 0.1 was used for all experiments involving RL control.
The policy of the actor is encoded by a vector w A , while the critic's estimate of the value function is encoded by a vector w C . Both vectors encode their respective functions employing fully connected feedforward artificial neural networks using logistic threshold functions.
To help mitigate the temporal and structural credit assignment problems, eligibility traces were used to implement the actor-critic algorithm. These traces keep temporary account of learning-related events such as states that have been visited and s ← initial state of the system 5:
Repeat for each 20 ms time step within episode 6:
Calculate muscle stimulation levels a:
Apply muscle stimulations to arm model 8:
Alow 20 ms to elapse 9:
Calculate next state s' and reward: r Total = r Automated + r Human 10:
Compute TD error:
Update critic eligibility traces:
Update critic weights:
Until maximum episode length reached 15: Unit maximum rin length reached Symbols are defined as follows: π(s): actor's policy; n(t)-explorational noise [defined in (3)]; r(t): reward at timestep t; V(t): evaluation of the value function at timestep t; κ: constant to scale eligibility traces over time; η A : actor learning rate; and η C : critic learning rate.
actions that have been performed. When a TD error is generated, the eligibility traces restrict learning to only those states and actions that have been recorded as eligible for the assignment of credit or blame [13] . In the absence of eligibility traces, a reward that occurs in the distant future is slowly propagated back to the states it resulted from; in contrast, eligibility traces allow the associated states to be updated immediately, the first time a reward is assigned.
The RL controller receives rewards from the arm model, referred to as the automated reward, according to [25] r Automated 
where W = −0.016 [15] , u is a vector of six muscle stimulations, and (x, y) is the current wrist position calculated according to
where θ sh is shoulder angle, θ elb is elbow angle, L 1 is the length of the upper arm, L 2 is the length of the forearm, and both segments were assumed to have identical lengths. The target wrist position is denoted (x Goal , y Goal ) and is calculated analogously to (7), using the target shoulder and elbow joint angles. The calculated reward punishes the agent proportionally to the distance of the wrist from its target position and the magnitude of muscle stimulation values. The actor-critic RL control algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. After the actor generates a set of six muscle stimulations (2), these actions are applied to the arm model. Based upon the changes that result from these actions being applied to the environment, the critic generates a TD error, and this error is used to update the actor and the critic (see Algorithm 1 and Fig. 2 ). During this process, the critic remains on-policy: the value function that it approximates corresponds to the current policy of the actor [13] .
1) RL Controller Initialization:
During preliminary experiments [15] , it was determined that the actor-critic RL architecture for planar arm control does not learn well under tabula rasa conditions. Therefore, we initialized our RL controller to perform similarly to an optimized proportional-derivative (PD) controller. Parameters for this optimized controller were taken from [25] . This PD-initialized RL controller was used in every experiment presented here.
The three flexor muscles of the model were weakened by 50% in order to present a realistic challenge for controller learning, approximating a human subject with significant muscular atrophy [39] , [40] . All simulation experiments used this weakened arm model.
C. Pseudo-Human Rewards for Reinforcement Learning Controller
Because using human rewards for all experiments involving the RL controller would be prohibitively time-consuming during preliminary testing, these simulation experiments instead use "pseudo-human" rewards (see Algorithm 2), which are computer-generated rewards that approximate how a human reward-giver would assign rewards. A variety of such pseudohuman rewards was used, and will be described specifically for each experiment.
Pseudo-human rewards were added to the environmentally generated reward, according to r Total = r Automated + νr Pseudo−Human (8) where r Total is the total reward, r Automated is the reward generated from the arm model, r Pseudo−Human is pseudo-humangenerated reward, and ν is a constant weighting factor. 
D. Performance Metrics
The recorded performance metrics for the performed goaloriented reaching movements, which were used to evaluate controller performance, were defined as follows:
The size of the target zone was selected to be small enough to require significant accuracy in the controlled reaching movements, while not being so prohibitively small that few episodes would complete successfully. The magnitudes of the cumulative reward (0.1) and the final-timestep reward (1.0) used were selected as the result of preliminary experiments.
1) Dwell-At-Target Success: At the final timestep of each reaching movement episode, wrist position was evaluated relative to the target position. If the wrist was within the target zone and had continuously remained within this target zone for at least 100 ms, the episode was scored as a success. Otherwise, the episode was counted as a failure. Success percentages were calculated over the set of 500 episodes performed per session; success percentages for subsets of 100 episodes were also calculated.
2) Net Learning: For each set of 500 reaching movement episodes, the first 100 and the final 100 episodes were evaluated. The dwell-at-target success percentage for each data subset was recorded, and the net learning over 500 episodes was defined as the difference (success Final −success Initial ).
3) Time to Achieve Dwell State: For each set of reaching movement episodes, we recorded the time (in seconds) that each episode required to achieve the dwell state and remain there. Recorded times corresponded to the first timestep following the wrist continuously dwelling in the target zone for 100 ms. If the wrist achieved the dwell state but subsequently exited it, Dwell Success was reset to Dwell Failure. For any episodes in which the wrist did not achieve the dwell state within the allotted 2-s simulation time, that episode was counted as a failure. We did not include failures in statistical calculations for this metric, because failed episodes did not have an associated time required to achieve the dwell state. For the set of successful episodes, the times required to achieve the dwell state were averaged.
4) Speed Change:
For each set of 500 reaching movement episodes, the first 100 and the final 100 episodes were evaluated. The mean time to achieve dwell state for the successful episodes within each set of 100 episodes was calculated. The difference (TimeToAchieveDwell Initial − TimeToAchieveDwell Final ), in ms, is the speed change over 500 episodes. Positive speed change values indicate that the mean time to achieve dwell state has decreased over the 500-episode period.
E. Actor and Critic Learning Parameter Tuning
Learning parameters (e.g., step sizes, exploration rates, etc.) for the actor and critic components of the RL controller (see Algorithm 1) were explored to determine which values would perform well for a wide range of training conditions. Values of η A and η C were systematically varied. A pair of learning rates that was found to have good performance over all training sets tested, η A = 150.0 and η C = 1.0, was selected for use for the remaining simulation work, unless otherwise indicated.
F. Simulation Experiments 1) Experiment 1: Effect of Pseudo-Human Reward Type:
To examine how the type and spacing of rewards affects RL controller learning, a variety of pseudo-human rewards assigned at different frequencies were investigated. The reward condition that used the most frequently-assigned rewards, cumulative rewards, involved a reward being assigned at each timestep that the wrist was in a specified target zone. In contrast, the final-timestep rewards condition assigned a pseudo-human reward only once per episode, at the final timestep, based on the status of the wrist position at this point in time. Algorithm 2 describes how the final-timestep pseudo-human rewards were assigned, using a combination of success at remaining within the target zone and extent of target overshoot. The use of these final-timestep rewards alone was investigated, as well as their combination with the automated rewards calculated at each timestep. Experiments using only automated rewards and using the optimized PD controller were also performed. Fig. 2 illustrates the process by which pseudo-human rewards were added to the automated rewards, if present, with the sum (total reward) being used to update the RL controller.
A set of ten interleaved, unique, randomly generated dynamic movement tasks was used to train the RL controller over 500 episodes per run: the RL controller encountered each of the ten unique movements 50 times during each run. Ten 500-episode runs were performed for each reward condition. The average linear distance between the initial hand position and the target hand position of each movement was 31 ± 11 cm. KruskalWallis analysis of variance (ANOVA) analysis with multiple comparison was performed on the dwell-at-target success and time to achieve dwell state metrics.
2) Experiment 2: Effect of Reward Spacing:
This experiment was performed to examine the effect of introducing delays to the cumulative pseudo-human rewards. Reward spacing intervals specify the distance, in timesteps, between consecutive cumulative rewards. Reward spacing intervals of 1-10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 50, 75 , and 100 timesteps were tested. (Recall that each step is 20 ms, so an interval of 100 timesteps corresponds to a reward every 2 s, i.e., a single reward at the end of each episode). The training task set consisted of 500 episodes of a single large movement that required extensive flexor activation. The linear distance between the initial and target hand positions of the tested movement was 79 cm. Multiple 500-episode runs were performed for reward spacing intervals of 1 and 2, with a single 500-episode run collected for the larger reward spacing intervals. A fixed cumulative pseudo-human reward magnitude of 0.1 was used. Dwell-at-target success and net learning metrics were evaluated, and lines were fit to the resulting datasets.
3) Experiment 3: Effect of Training Task Set Size:
This experiment investigated the effect on controller learning of the number of unique tasks in the training task set, for the purpose of informing future experimental design. Learning rates of η A = 70.0, η C = 0.1 were used for these experiments, as these values were found to permit a wide range of task set sizes to be explored effectively. The number of tasks in the training set was varied from 10 to 500, with set sizes all being factors of 500. Each set of unique tasks was randomly generated, with each set being a subset of the next-larger set. The mean linear distance between initial and target positions for the 500-task set was 31 ± 17 cm. Five 500-episode runs of each case were simulated. Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA analysis was performed for the dwell-at-target success over the full set of 500 episodes and over the final 100 episodes, net learning, and speed change metrics.
4) Experiment 4: Long-Term Learning Using PseudoHuman Rewards:
To investigate whether the RL controller is able to continue learning beyond 500 episodes of training, and to determine the stability of its long-term performance, sets of 4000 episodes were simulated for two conditions: a baseline condition using only automated rewards, and an experimental condition using final-timestep pseudo-human rewards in addition to automated rewards. For both conditions, ten 4000-episode runs were performed on a task set consisting of 50 unique tasks with a mean linear distance between initial and target positions of 32 ± 16 cm. T-test analysis was performed for dwell-at-target success and time to achieve dwell state metrics over the final 100 episodes. Fig. 3 summarizes the relative performance of RL controllers trained using a variety of reward types. Each reward condition was used to train ten RL controllers over a set of 500 reaching movement episodes. Both panels of this figure plot the mean value averaged over each subset of 100 episodes; each plotted point represents the mean value over ten training runs. Error bars show the mean standard deviation averaged over ten training runs (each training run has an associated standard deviation over each subset of 100 runs). Fig. 3(a) shows the dwell-intarget-zone success percentages (out of 500 episodes per run). Fig. 3(b) presents the mean time required to achieve the dwell state.
III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1: Effect of Pseudo-Human Reward Type
For the dwell-at-target success metric in Fig. 3(a) , all RL controllers visibly outperform the baseline optimized PD controller. The automated rewards condition is shown in Fig.  3 as the dotted trendline. In Fig. 3(a) , this baseline condition shows no improvement over 500 episodes. Using final-timestep pseudo-human rewards (dashed trendline with triangle symbols) improves upon the baseline automated performance, while combining the final-timestep rewards with automated rewards at each timestep (solid trendline with oval symbols) marginally increases success to reach the target. The controller incorporating cumulative rewards (dashdot trendline with square symbols) shows substantial improvement over the series of 500 episodes.
For the dwell-at-target success metric in Fig. 3(a) , significant differences were seen between the following reward condition pairings for data over the final 100 episodes, using Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA with multiple comparison (H = 28.36, d.f. 3, p < 0.001): automated rewards had significantly less success than the combination of pseudohuman and automated rewards (p = 0.0417), as well as when compared with cumulative rewards (p < 0.001); and final-timestep rewards used alone had significantly less success at achieving the dwell state than cumulative re- wards (p = 0.0017). All other pairwise comparisons were nonsignificant. Fig. 3(b) shows the time required to achieve the dwell state. The cumulative rewards case (dashdot trendline with square symbols) was the only one that outperformed (i.e., had smaller values than) the baseline PD case shown as the horizontal dashed trendline with X symbols, for the final set of 100 episodes.
For the performance metric of time required to achieve dwell status in Fig. 3(b) , Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with multiple comparison for the final 100 episodes showed that the cumulative rewards case required significantly less time to achieve the dwell state than the other three reward conditions (H = 24.56, d.f. 3, p < 0.001; compared with automated rewards, p < 0.001; compared with final-timestep-only rewards, p = 0.0022; and compared with final-timestep combined with automated rewards, p = 0.0077). No other significant comparisons were found. Fig. 4 displays the effect that the spacing of rewards of constant magnitude has on RL controller learning. Fig. 4(a) shows (a) Dwell-at-target success (%) measures how often the hand was able to reach the target zone and dwell for at least 100 ms, and presence in the target zone at the final timestep was also required to be counted as success. (b) Net learning is defined as the final-initial dwell-at-target success percentages, and measures how much learning is achieved over each 500-episode training set. (c) Dwell change (in ms) is the difference between the time required for the final 100 episodes of each training set to reach the target, minus the time required for the initial 100 episodes of each training set to reach the target.
B. Experiment 2: Effect of Reward Spacing
the percentage of dwell-in-target-zone success over 500 training episodes, and Fig. 4(b) shows the net learning that occurred over each 500-episode run. The highest success and highest rates of learning correspond to the reward spacing of 1, i.e., a computer-generated "cumulative" reward being assigned at every simulation timestep. For the dwell-in-target-zone success metric, behavior is similar (i.e., relatively flat) among all reward spacing values larger than 1. In contrast, the net learning plot shows that learning tends to taper off gradually as the distance between rewards increases.
C. Experiment 3: Effect of Training Task Set Size
We examine the effect that the number of unique training tasks has on RL controller learning in Fig. 5 . Here, three different learning metrics are presented as functions of the number of unique tasks in the 500-episode training set. Fig. 5(a) shows the dwell-in-target-zone success percentage, Fig. 5(b) presents the net learning that occurs over each 500-episode run, and Fig. 5(c) displays the amount of change in the mean time required to achieve the dwell state, in ms, over each 500-episode training set. For all three plots, no significant trends are present; varying the number of unique tasks in the training set does not appear to affect learning in a meaningful way. Fig. 5(c) shows that, for the time-to-achieve-dwell-state metric, the case with the fewest unique tasks (10) has a notably smaller standard deviation than the other cases. However, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA analysis showed no significant differences (p > 0.05) in mean ranks among task sets for dwell- Fig. 6 presents the long-term learning properties when finaltimestep pseudo-human rewards (solid trendline with circle symbols) are used and compares this performance against the use of benchmark automated rewards (dashed trendline). For each training condition, ten 4000-episode RL controller training runs were performed. Each plotted point represents the average value over ten training runs, and subsets of 100 episodes are used. Error bars represent the mean standard deviation calculated over ten runs. Fig. 6(a) shows the success percentage to achieve the dwell state. Each plotted point represents the mean success percentage averaged over ten training runs, and calculated over each subset of 100 training episodes. Over the final 100 collected episodes, t-test analysis shows that the final-timestep pseudo-human rewards case (94.0 ± 2.31%) results in significantly better performance than the automated rewards case (69.6 ± 3.31%); t(18) = − 19.13, p < 0.001.
D. Experiment 4: Long-Term Learning Using Pseudo-Human Rewards
The time required to achieve the dwell state is presented in Fig. 6(b) . T-test analysis of the time-to-dwell values for the final 100 training episodes shows significantly faster movement times when final-timestep pseudo-human rewards are used (0.96 ± 0.38 s) compared with automated rewards only (1.19 ± 0.40 s); t(18) = 16.97, p < 0.001.
IV. DISCUSSION
We found that an actor-critic RL controller for human arm movement learned significantly faster when computer-generated sparse, delayed, human-like rewards were given in addition to automated rewards resembling a conventional cost function for optimal control. Furthermore, the type of human-like reward was important. Cumulative rewards, given at every timestep, resulted in significantly faster learning than did final-timestep rewards, which were assigned only once per reaching movement (or episode) (see Algorithm 2) . Fig. 4 shows a steep decline in learning as reward frequency is decreased from every-timestep to every-other-timestep, and smaller declines in learning occur as the rewards become increasingly sparse. Nevertheless, even when only a single pseudo-human reward is assigned per episode, using this form of reward in addition to automated rewards presented significant advantages, in comparison with using automated rewards only (see Fig. 6 ). These results suggest that when human rewards are substituted for pseudo-human rewards in future experiments, the sparse, delayed rewards generated by humans are likely to be useful when training the actor-critic RL controller for planar arm movement.
The number of unique tasks in the training set was varied in Experiment 3 to investigate whether the diversity of tasks influences RL controller learning, in order to determine the appropriate diversity of movements that should be used in future experiments with human subjects. Controllers trained using the ten-unique-task set encountered each task 50 times per 500-episode set, while those trained using the 500-unique-task set trained on only a single instance of each task per training set. For this cumulative rewards training experiment, we found no significant differences among the various training task sets for all dwell-at-target success metrics, including net learning, or for the speed change metric (see Fig. 5 ). The ability of the actor-critic RL architecture to learn equally well from small or diverse sets of tasks suggests that it is well suited to a real-world setting in which an FES user will need to train his controller on a constantly-changing set of movements.
In Experiment 4 (see Fig. 6 ), we investigated the longterm properties of RL controller learning when trained using only automated rewards, and when final-timestep pseudo-human rewards were added. Both training conditions showed stable long-term learning properties. The final-timestep rewards case significantly outperformed the automated rewardsonly training for both performance metrics, dwell-at-target success and time to achieve dwell state. As the length of training increases, the advantage afforded by the final-timestep rewards becomes increasingly significant. In general, the hand trajectories of controllers trained using the final-timestep pseudo-human rewards were more linear and showed less overshoot than controllers trained using only automated rewards. Hand velocity profiles showed that controllers trained with pseudo-human rewards reached their targets more quickly than controllers trained with automated rewards. Muscle activations for both cases were generally smooth and continuous.
Consistent with our predictions, we found that cumulative rewards resulted in faster learning than final-timestep pseudohuman rewards; the frequency of rewards is recognized to be positively correlated with learning speed [36] , [37] . Other researchers have successfully emphasized or relied exclusively upon final-timestep rewards to train RL controllers (e.g., [38] ). Extending that earlier final-timestep learning research, it was encouraging to find that final-timestep rewards could result in useful learning for our continuous-time, continuous-state system, because the challenges of RL controller learning using sparse rewards are exacerbated in continuous spaces [36] ; there was no a priori guarantee that using a single reward per reaching movement episode would result in significant learning on a measurable timescale.
These experiments were simulations performed on a biomechanical model with nonlinear and coupled, yet deterministic and known, properties. In real-world upper-extremity FES systems, each individual's shoulder and arm will be characterized by a number of unknown properties, ranging from musculotendon characteristics to unpredictable episodes of spasticity, as well as muscular fatigue from exertion, and strengthening due to training. The RL controllers trained in these experiments performed well when the arm model's flexor muscles were weakened by a static 50% of their maximal strength, but it is not clear whether the controllers would learn as rapidly or as effectively if the arm properties had varied over the course of training.
The final-timestep pseudo-human rewards were specified by Algorithm 2. While this algorithm was developed to ensure that all five reward levels were represented during RL controller training sessions, we make no claims that human reward-givers would use this or a similar mental model to assign rewards. For this reason, while we can tentatively conclude that using a single reward at the end of each episode can effectively improve RL controller learning, we cannot guarantee that substituting human rewards for the rewards generated by our five-reward-level finaltimestep pseudo-human algorithm will exhibit similar controller learning properties.
When implementing an RL controller in a clinical setting with human users, the controller should be pretrained using pseudo-human rewards to achieve a reasonable baseline level of performance upon which the human user could train the controller to improve. This would eliminate the human user experiencing the lengthy preliminary controller training period, as the performance of the controller at this early stage would be impractical for generating useful movements. Additionally, characteristics of movements that are known to be desirable will permit the assignment of computer-generated rewards to augment the human-generated reward signal; this will offload as much effort as possible from the human to the control algorithm, leaving the more subtle and personalized aspects of movement for the human to rate and shape. The human user could train the controller over the course of daily use of the RL-controlled neuroprosthesis, with the controller's learning accumulating over long periods.
We have demonstrated that sparse, delayed pseudo-human final-timestep rewards can result in significant and consistent RL controller learning gains [see Figs. 3(a) and 6] when compared with the use of automated rewards only. Our findings are informative because, for the planar biomechanical arm model with six muscles being controlled, it was not certain whether sparse, delayed rewards would permit the actor-critic RL controller to learn effectively over a measurable timespan. These results suggest that real human-generated rewards may also be effective for actor-critic RL controller training. The next experimental step will be to introduce real human-generated rewards to train this actor-critic RL controller for planar arm movement and to determine how these rewards perform to train the RL controller, compared with controller learning using pseudo-human rewards.
V. CONCLUSION
Our results have demonstrated that it is possible to effectively train an actor-critic RL controller to perform goal-oriented reaching movements on a simulated planar human biomechanical arm using sparse, delayed pseudo-human rewards that are assigned only once per reaching task, as a high-level assessment of the quality of the movement. The diversity of the training task set did not significantly impact learning, suggesting that the controller will be able to learn well in a real-world setting involving diverse, continuously changing reaching movements. The longterm stability of controllers trained using final-timestep rewards was observed. Future work will substitute real human-generated rewards for the pseudo-human rewards used in these experiments and will examine the RL controller learning properties under these training conditions, with the ultimate goal of incorporating human-generated input to restore customized, natural arm movements to individuals paralyzed by SCI.
